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Beginning Perl Web Development: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2005
Beginning Perl Web Development: From Novice to Professional introduces you to the world of Perl Internet application development. This book tackles all areas crucial to developing your first web applications and includes a powerful combination of real-world examples coupled with advice. Topics range from serving and consuming RSS feeds,...
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Core J2EE Patterns: Best Practices and Design StrategiesPearson Education, 2001
Over the last few years, Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) technology has emerged and matured as a standard platform for building enterprise applications. While the platform has matured into a solid offering for developing and deploying enterprise applications, it does offer its challenges. As developers, often we confuse learning the...
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Wireframing Essentials (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	If you've ever wanted to be a User Experience (UX) designer, this book will give you a great head start. It's a comprehensive handbook to the core principles and leads you through design methodologies with many practical examples.


	Overview

	
		Get up to speed on the industry standard design...
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Foundations of SQL Server 2005 Business IntelligenceApress, 2007
Just as every business needs to effectively employ Business Intelligence (BI) to stay competitive, every IT professional needs to master BI to stay employed in this fastest-growing segment of Information Technology. Foundations of SQL Server 2005 Business Intelligence is the quickest path to understanding BI, and it is essential reading...
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The Art of Agile DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2007

	The Art of Agile Development contains practical guidance for anyone considering or applying agile development for building valuable software. Plenty of books describe what agile development is or why it helps software projects succeed, but very few combine information for developers, managers, testers, and customers into a single...
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Performance Tuning for Linux(R) ServersIBM Press, 2005
Proven techniques for optimizing web, file, print, database, and application  servers Practical introductions to open source performance management tools  Easy-to-understand examples based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Novell SUSE  Linux Enterprise ServerAn indispensable guide to maximizing Linux system and  application performanceFrom Wall...
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The Book of Visual Studio .NETNo Starch Press, 2002
The Book of Visual Studio .NET surveys each .NET server and related technologies, with a focus on Visual Studio 7 (VS7). Hands-on examples cover building forms, data retrieval, moving to COM+, and implementing web services. Other key issues and solutions include upgrading from Visual Basic, source control services, and remoting.
...
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Java(tm) for S/390® and AS/400® COBOL ProgrammersMC Press, 2000
Written by mainframe and midrange professionals George Farr and Phil Coulthard, Java for S/390 & AS/400 COBOL Programmers is designed to help COBOL programmers make the jump to Java. It teaches COBOL programmers how to read and write Java programs and helps them understand the concepts necessary to continue to improve their Java skills. Rather...
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Pro Silverlight for the Enterprise (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009

	Microsoft Silverlight 2 is a new development platform designed to make the development of Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) far easier than has previously been possible. Pro Silverlight for the Enterprise addresses the question of how you can bring Silverlight 2 to your company to provide rich Internet experiences that will interface...
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Creating Mobile Apps with Sencha Touch 2Packt Publishing, 2013

	If you have basic to intermediate knowledge of Sencha Touch, this tutorial will give you a deep insight into its full capabilities when creating mobile apps. Learn the language through building ten unique applications.


	Overview

	
		Learn the Sencha Touch programming language by building real, working...
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Software Fortresses: Modeling Enterprise ArchitecturesAddison Wesley, 2003
This book introduces a new approach for modeling large enterprise systems: the software fortress model. In the software fortress model, an enterprise architecture is viewed as a series of self-contained, mutually suspicious, marginally cooperating software fortresses interacting with each other through carefully crafted and meticulously managed...
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Mastering Active Directory for Windows Server 2008Sybex, 2008
Detailed Coverage of Active Directory for Windows Server 2008, 2003, 2003 R2, and 2000
    If you are responsible for the day-to-day operations of Active Directory, you need this book. From Windows Server 2000 up through the new features available in Windows Server 2008, this comprehensive guide gives you the practical...
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